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For All Its Fury [35:29]
1. Reach

[2:32]

2. Blur [1:40]
3. Coil [3:54]
4. Wane [1:22]
5. Curl [1:26]
6. Hush [1:53]
7. Gather [5:53]
8. Tremble [1:52]
9. Cradle [5:25]
10. Press [3:27]
11. Fields [6:05]
12. Perfectly Voiceless [11:32]
13. There Was Nothing [13:41]
TT [60:49]
Tracks 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, and 13 performed by
Third Coast Percussion and Devonté Hynes.
Tracks 1, 2, 6, 9, 10, and 12 performed by
Third Coast Percussion.
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Although he is now known primarily as a
singer, songwriter, and producer in the
pop music world, classical music was the
first music Devonté Hynes knew. When
he was young, Dev’s parents began
sending him to his older sister’s piano
lessons because he would cry when she
wasn’t around. He took up the cello at
age 9, and classical music was the only
music he played until age 13. Even now,
he still considers classical music the
foundation of his musical background,
citing Debussy, Satie, and Puccini as
major influences on his sense of melody
and timbre.
As he got older and more serious about
music, Dev’s musical identity became
focused on writing music rather than
performing. As a teenager, Dev lived out
his musical fantasies by making
mixtapes that inserted his own music
between favorite songs he had recorded
from the radio. Writing music became
the center of his universe, and he began
performing his music primarily as a way
to communicate what he’d written.
While Dev’s career was taking shape in
his own performance projects, he was
also collaborating with a wide range of
other artists, lending his artistic
sensibilities to their projects by
producing, writing songs, and performing on multiple instruments. Dev’s interest
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in dance also led him to begin working
with choreographer Emma Portner for his
music videos, and that is how we in Third
Coast Percussion eventually connected
with him.
When we were searching for a composer
for a collaborative project with Hubbard
Street Dance Chicago, Emma, who was
one of the choreographers on the
project, suggested Dev. The four of us in
Third Coast all admired Dev’s work as
Blood Orange, and we had just learned
about his love for—and emerging
connection with—one of our favorite
composers, Philip Glass, thanks to a
video NPR posted of the two comparing
notes on their careers.
Emma asked Dev if he’d be interested in
composing music for Third Coast as part
of this project, and Dev came to our
studio in Chicago to chat, see us perform,
check out our instrument collection, and
talk about how we might work together
to create a whole evening of new music
for dance.
The creative process we came up with
together was deeply collaborative: Dev
composed all of the music on this album
in a Digital Audio Workstation (DAW),
and sent a mix of recordings and sheet
music to us to orchestrate for our own
instruments. The four of us in Third Coast
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went through our own collaborative
process of orchestrating and arranging,
each working on different sections, and
then giving each other feedback and
revising our own (and each other’s) work.
We recorded our orchestrated versions
and sent them to Dev for feedback, and
ultimately to the choreographers (Portner,
Lil Buck, and Jon Boogz) to begin creating
the dance. It was our first time working
with a composer in this way, and it was
both challenging and incredibly liberating
to expand our idea of how concert music
can be written.
The result is a blend of Dev’s love of
classical and minimalist music with many
of the characteristic elements of his work
as Blood Orange—lush and powerful
synth pads, beautiful melodies, intricate,
light, bubbly rhythmic structures. In
Perfectly Voiceless, a wall of Philip
Glass-esque old school minimalism parts
to reveal a catchy pop melody; There was
Nothing blends epic synthesizer sounds
with bowed mallet percussion instruments,
and includes moments of meditative
lyricism reminiscent of Lou Harrison; and
the expressive harmonies buried in the
hazy textures of For All Its Fury point to
Dev’s love of Debussy.
While composing this music, Dev had in
mind an image of an open field; a space
in which both the music and dance could
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play. So we began exploring the timbral
possibilities, finding the characteristic
dreamy, dark, beautiful, hazy, plaintive
aspects of Dev’s music in our collection of
vibraphones, marimbas, crotales,
glockenspiel, tuned bowls, tam tams,
gongs, melodica, glass wind chimes,
Devonté Hynes
kalimba, almglocken, tuned metal pipes,
tuned wood planks, tuned desk bells, and Producer, multi-instrumentalist, composer, songwriter,
drums.
and vocalist Devonté Hynes is one of the most
influential voices in music today. Raised in England,
We’ve always felt that the future of
Hynes started out as a teenage punk in the UK band
classical music depends on deepening
Test Icicles before releasing two orchestral acoustic
the collaborative process and removing
pop records as Lightspeed Champion. In 2011, he
the strict barriers between composers
released Coastal Grooves, the first of four solo
and performers. We are so grateful to Dev albums under the moniker Blood Orange. His 2016
for choosing to work with us in this way,
album, Freetown Sound, was released to critical
and always being open to and supportive acclaim and saw Hynes defined as one of the
of the choices we made in arranging this foremost musical voices of his time, receiving
music for our own collection of instrucomparisons to the likes of Kendrick Lamar and
ments. Dev gave us a beautiful field to
D’Angelo for his own searing and soothing personal
play in, and we think the music that
document of life as a black man in America. His
resulted couldn’t have been created any 2018 album, Negro Swan, was released to equally
other way.
rapturous response, exploring elements of black
depression and identity. His most recent release, the
2019 mixtape Angel’s Pulse, which Hynes describes
as an epilogue to Negro Swan, further explores and
builds upon those thematic elements. He has
collaborated with Solange Knowles, FKA twigs,
A$AP Rocky, Puff Daddy, Janet Mock, Mariah Carey, and many more, and was
recently one of four artists invited to the Kennedy Center to perform alongside
Philip Glass. In addition to his production work, he scored the film Palo Alto,
directed by Gia Coppola.
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Third Coast Percussion
Third Coast Percussion is a Grammy Award-winning,
Chicago-based percussion quartet. For 15 years, the
ensemble has created exciting and unexpected
performances that constantly redefine the classical
music experience. The ensemble has
been praised for “commandingly
elegant” (New York Times) performances, the “rare power” ( Washington Post)
of their recordings, and “an inspirational sense of fun and curiosity”
(Minnesota Star-Tribune). Third Coast
Percussion maintains a busy tour
schedule, with past performances in 33
of the 50 states plus international tour dates in
Colombia, the United Kingdom, Lithuania, Taiwan,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Canada, and Poland.
Third Coast Percussion has commissioned and
premiered new works by Philip Glass, Jlin, Tyondai
Braxton, Augusta Read Thomas, Devonté Hynes, Georg
Friedrich Haas, Donnacha Dennehy, Glenn Kotche,
Christopher Cerrone, David T. Little, and today’s leading
up-and-coming composers through its Emerging
Composers Partnership Program.
Third Coast Percussion is:
Sean Connors, Robert Dillon, Peter Martin, David
Skidmore
thirdcoastpercussion.com
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Third Coast Percussion would like to
thank Malcolm Hill, Hubbard Street
Dance Chicago, Emma Portner, Lil
Buck and Jon Boogz (Movement Art
Is), Ilter Ibrahimof, Barbara Frum, Jim
Ginsburg, Julia Nicols-Corry and the
rest of the team at Cedille, our
families, TCP’s killer staff, and Dev.
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Producer Jesse Lewis
Engineer Kyle Pyke
Editing Brett Leonard and Jesse Lewis
Mixing Kyle Pyke
Mastering Jesse Lewis and Kyle Pyke
Recording Recorded at Chicago Recording
Company, July 17–20, 2018
and Electrical Audio October 13–14, 2018
Art & Design Sonnenzimmer
Photography Stephanie Bassos + Timothy
Burkhart of People Vs. Places
Liner Notes Robert Dillon and David Skidmore
All Music Composed by Devonté Hynes and
Arranged by Third Coast Percussion
All works © 2018 Domino Publishing Co.
The music on this album was commissioned by the
Charles and Joan Gross Family Foundation. The
project was supported in part by an award from
the National Endowment for the Arts, Leslie
Maheras, the Third Coast Percussion New Works
Fund, and the Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation.
Cedille Records is a trademark of Cedille
Chicago, NFP, a not-for-profit organization
devoted to promoting the finest musicians and
ensembles in the Chicago area. Cedille Chicago’s
activities are supported in part by contributions
and grants from individuals, foundations,
corporations, and government agencies including
The MacArthur Fund for Arts and Culture at Prince,
The Negaunee Foundation, Sage Foundation,
Irving Harris Foundation, and the Illinois Arts
Council, a state agency.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO CEDILLE CHICAGO MAY BE
MADE AT CEDILLERECORDS.ORG OR 773-989-2515.
CDR 90000 192 & © 2019 CEDILLE RECORDS ®,
trademark of Cedille Chicago, NFP
1205 W. Balmoral Ave, Chicago IL 60640 USA
773.989.2515 tel • 773.989.2517 fax •
www.cedillerecords.org
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PRODUCERS CIRCLE
Honoring the generosity and loyalty of those
individuals and foundations who have
supported our recordings through their
repeated, major annual gifts to Cedille
Chicago.

Anonymous
Julie and Roger Baskes
Beech Street Foundation
The Steven C. Calicchio Foundation
Kristina Entner and Edward Malone
Marian and M. Carr Ferguson
Frances and Henry Fogel
Sue and Paul Freehling
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation
Jane Ginsburg and George Spera
Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Susan and Sanford Greenberg
Barbara Greis and Howard Gottlieb
Irving Harris Foundation
Barbara Haws and William Josephson
Andrew and Irma Hilton Foundation
The Julian Family Foundation
Barbara Julius and Marc Silberberg
Patricia Kenney and Gregory O’Leary
Christine and Bill Landuyt
Eva Lichtenberg and Arnold Tobin
Nancy Loeb and Jeffrey Colman
The MacArthur Fund for Arts and Culture at Prince
Graci and Dennis McGillicuddy
Mesirow Financial
Lori and Steven Mesirow
The Negaunee Foundation
Kathleen Peratis
Rachel Barton Pine and Gregory Pine
Pumpkin Foundation / Carol & Joe Reich
James Rogers
Beverly and Bill Rosoff
Sage Foundation
Claire and Edward Stiepleman
Jia Zhao and Hongyi Chen
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